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Terror Isn't Cheap... Nick Stephenson's best selling Leopold Blake thriller series is back with a
brand new installment by Gordon Hopkins. A sniper sets his sights on a crowd of innocents. A
bomber targets New York City landmarks. Even billionaire private investigator Leopold Blake isn't
safe from terrorists, despite the best efforts of his stoic bodyguard, Jerome. Are these lone-wolf
attacks or is there a guiding force behind them? Leopold and NYPD Sergeant Mary Jordan are
determined to find out before disaster strikes again. But terror isn't cheap - so where is the money
coming from? In San Francisco, insurance companies are being scammed out of hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Bremler Mutual sends their best investigator, Gil DiMauro, to root out the
thieves. But there is one question he can't answer: what happened to all the cash? As the shocking
realisation dawns, Leopold and his team must rally their forces and uncover the truth - while
heading for a showdown that may just well be their last. Broken is another exciting installment in
the Leopold Blake series of thrillers and can be read as a standalone novel.
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Aw, Nick, come on! Say it ain't so. This book absolutely sucks. You're better than this. How could

you put out such crap? There are a whole lot of people who've come to respect you as a role model
for indie authors because of your excellent courses on how to build a mailing list. Role models don't
slap a book together with no editing, no proofing, written by somebody else and then promote it to
their loyal readers as the real deal. I figure you spent so much time working on your online classes
that you had no time to write. After awhile, you started to lose credibility because people considering
your courses went to your page and saw your own books weren't selling well, so you had to publish
something new. All of that is reasonable and acceptable. What is NOT acceptable is that instead of
spending the time necessary to write a good book yourself, you found some poor smuck to write it
for you, then didn't even bother to do the basic due diligence to ensure quality. Did you even read
it? if you did, how could you have missed the typos, grammar mistakes, factual inaccuracies--the list
goes on. The message this book sends out to potential class members in your courses and to
readers alike is simple, profound and deadly--Nick Stephenson is out to make a buck. Don't buy his
books because they suck. Don't sign up for his classes because he only uses his big mailing list to
palm off an inferior product on unsuspecting readers. You've got a bomb in this book that could blow
up your writing/marketing career. My advice would be to bite the bullet, unpublished this pathetic
piece of trash, come clean and apologize to your readers and offer them their money back if they're
unsatisfied with what they bought.That will get rid of all these damning one-star reviews.
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